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Engineering a memory with LTD and LTP
Sadegh Nabavi1*, Rocky Fox1*, Christophe D. Proulx1, John Y. Lin2, Roger Y. Tsien2,3 & Roberto Malinow1

It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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(Fig. 2c, f), suggesting reactivation of the memory. Synapses are cap-
able of undergoing multiple rounds of bidirectional plasticity13. We
thus delivered a second optical LTD protocol; the next day animals
produced no CR (Fig. 2d, f), indicating re-inactivation of the memory.
Subsequent optical LTP conditioning recovered the CR (Fig. 2e, f and
Extended Data Fig. 7) indicating reactivation of the memory. The beha-
vioural effects of LTD and LTP conditioning were rapid and long lasting
(Extended Data Fig. 8). These experiments suggest that a necessary com-
ponent of the optical CS-triggered memory of the shock can be inacti-
vated by LTD and reactivated by LTP.

In the experiments described above, LTP may be restoring a memory
of the shock or merely potentiating random inputs that are sufficient
to drive lateral amygdala neurons that produce fear and reduce lever
pressing. Thus, we examined if generation of a CR by an LTP protocol
requires prior optical CS-shock pairing. Indeed, an LTP protocol pro-
duced a CR only in animals that had previously received optical CS-shock
conditioning (Fig. 3). These results support the view that LTP reacti-
vates the memory that was formed by optical CS-shock pairing and
inactivated by LTD.

To confirm that the test and conditioning stimuli were producing the
expected synaptic effects, we conducted in vivo recordings in the lateral
amygdala of anaesthetized rats expressing oChIEF in auditory regions
(see Methods). Brief light pulses at the recording site produced in vivo
field responses (that resembled optically evoked responses in amygdala
brain slices; Extended Data Fig. 9), which were not affected by optical
CS, depressed by optical LTD conditioning and potentiated by optical
LTP conditioning (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 10). These results con-
firm that the synaptic stimulation conditioning protocols used to per-
turb behaviour modify synapses in the expected manner.

To examine further the relationship between these synaptic stimula-
tion conditioning protocols and memory processes, we tested the effects
of these protocols on auditory cued-fear conditioning. We first asked if
optical LTD could inactivate tone-induced fear conditioning. In two
groups of naive animals, we infected unilaterally auditory regions with
AAV-oChIEF, and pharmacologically ablated the contralateral amyg-
dala (see Methods). One group of animals received tone paired with shock,

which led to a tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5a, d). A second group of animals
received the same tone paired with shock conditioning, immediately
followed by an optical LTD protocol. This second group showed signi-
ficantly reduced tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5b, d); subsequent tone condi-
tioning without an optical LTD protocol produced a tone-evoked CR
(Fig. 5c, d). This result is consistent with a memory model in which tone
conditioning induces LTP at auditory inputs to the lateral amygdala
and that subsequent LTD at these synapses reverses LTP and thereby
inactivates the memory.

Next we examined extinction, a process whereby repeated exposure
to a CS (in the absence of a shock (US)) leads to a reduced CR. We asked
if optical LTP reverses extinction of tone conditioning. Animals received
tone conditioning and an extinction protocol (see Methods), which
removed the CR (Fig. 5e). Delivery of an optical LTP protocol did not
restore the CR (Fig. 5f, g), consistent with the view that extinction is not
a weakening of synapses potentiated during paired conditioning14. Sim-
ilarly, animals receiving paired optical CS-shock conditioning produced
a CR that could be removed by repeated exposure to optical CS (see
Methods) and optical LTP did not recover the CR (Fig. 5h–k), again
demonstrating that extinction is not LTD.

Prior studies examining the relation between LTP, LTD and mem-
ory have employed pharmacological (for example, ref. 15) or genetic
(for example, refs 16, 17) manipulations to perturb and demonstrate
parallels between cellular and behavioural processes. Other studies have
measured randomly sampled sites in regions required for memory for-
mation to detect changes in biochemistry and synaptic transmission
following memory formation18–21. However, selective perturbation of
synapses that are employed to form a memory was not possible in these
studies. Here by optogenetically isolating a neural input that can be used
to form an associative memory, we can selectively manipulate synapses
driven by this input and assess directly the relationship between cellular
and behavioural processes.

Formation of an associative memory produced LTP at the lateral
amygdala optogenetic input, as indicated by an increased A/N. Such
LTP appears to be required as delivery of an LTD conditioning stimulus
that can reverse LTP effectively removed the ability of the optogenetic
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Figure 2 | LTD inactivates and LTP reactivates memory. a–e, A single group
of rats (n 5 12) was tested for CR two days following paired conditioning of
ODI and shock (a). Graphs as in Fig. 1. After testing, animals were delivered an
optical LTD protocol and tested for CR one day later (b). After testing, animals
were delivered an optical LTP protocol and tested for CR one day later (c). After
testing, animals were delivered another optical LTD protocol and tested for CR

one day later (d). After testing, animals were delivered another optical LTP and
tested for CR one day later (e). f, Normalized lever presses one minute into
optical CS after different protocols (as indicated). g, Cellular models of synaptic
modifications occurring in the lateral amygdala that may contribute to
behavioural responses following LTD (left) or LTP (right) protocols delivered
to ODI.
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Engineering a memory with LTD and LTP
Sadegh Nabavi1*, Rocky Fox1*, Christophe D. Proulx1, John Y. Lin2, Roger Y. Tsien2,3 & Roberto Malinow1

It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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Engineering a memory with LTD and LTP
Sadegh Nabavi1*, Rocky Fox1*, Christophe D. Proulx1, John Y. Lin2, Roger Y. Tsien2,3 & Roberto Malinow1

It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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(Fig. 2c, f), suggesting reactivation of the memory. Synapses are cap-
able of undergoing multiple rounds of bidirectional plasticity13. We
thus delivered a second optical LTD protocol; the next day animals
produced no CR (Fig. 2d, f), indicating re-inactivation of the memory.
Subsequent optical LTP conditioning recovered the CR (Fig. 2e, f and
Extended Data Fig. 7) indicating reactivation of the memory. The beha-
vioural effects of LTD and LTP conditioning were rapid and long lasting
(Extended Data Fig. 8). These experiments suggest that a necessary com-
ponent of the optical CS-triggered memory of the shock can be inacti-
vated by LTD and reactivated by LTP.

In the experiments described above, LTP may be restoring a memory
of the shock or merely potentiating random inputs that are sufficient
to drive lateral amygdala neurons that produce fear and reduce lever
pressing. Thus, we examined if generation of a CR by an LTP protocol
requires prior optical CS-shock pairing. Indeed, an LTP protocol pro-
duced a CR only in animals that had previously received optical CS-shock
conditioning (Fig. 3). These results support the view that LTP reacti-
vates the memory that was formed by optical CS-shock pairing and
inactivated by LTD.

To confirm that the test and conditioning stimuli were producing the
expected synaptic effects, we conducted in vivo recordings in the lateral
amygdala of anaesthetized rats expressing oChIEF in auditory regions
(see Methods). Brief light pulses at the recording site produced in vivo
field responses (that resembled optically evoked responses in amygdala
brain slices; Extended Data Fig. 9), which were not affected by optical
CS, depressed by optical LTD conditioning and potentiated by optical
LTP conditioning (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 10). These results con-
firm that the synaptic stimulation conditioning protocols used to per-
turb behaviour modify synapses in the expected manner.

To examine further the relationship between these synaptic stimula-
tion conditioning protocols and memory processes, we tested the effects
of these protocols on auditory cued-fear conditioning. We first asked if
optical LTD could inactivate tone-induced fear conditioning. In two
groups of naive animals, we infected unilaterally auditory regions with
AAV-oChIEF, and pharmacologically ablated the contralateral amyg-
dala (see Methods). One group of animals received tone paired with shock,

which led to a tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5a, d). A second group of animals
received the same tone paired with shock conditioning, immediately
followed by an optical LTD protocol. This second group showed signi-
ficantly reduced tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5b, d); subsequent tone condi-
tioning without an optical LTD protocol produced a tone-evoked CR
(Fig. 5c, d). This result is consistent with a memory model in which tone
conditioning induces LTP at auditory inputs to the lateral amygdala
and that subsequent LTD at these synapses reverses LTP and thereby
inactivates the memory.

Next we examined extinction, a process whereby repeated exposure
to a CS (in the absence of a shock (US)) leads to a reduced CR. We asked
if optical LTP reverses extinction of tone conditioning. Animals received
tone conditioning and an extinction protocol (see Methods), which
removed the CR (Fig. 5e). Delivery of an optical LTP protocol did not
restore the CR (Fig. 5f, g), consistent with the view that extinction is not
a weakening of synapses potentiated during paired conditioning14. Sim-
ilarly, animals receiving paired optical CS-shock conditioning produced
a CR that could be removed by repeated exposure to optical CS (see
Methods) and optical LTP did not recover the CR (Fig. 5h–k), again
demonstrating that extinction is not LTD.

Prior studies examining the relation between LTP, LTD and mem-
ory have employed pharmacological (for example, ref. 15) or genetic
(for example, refs 16, 17) manipulations to perturb and demonstrate
parallels between cellular and behavioural processes. Other studies have
measured randomly sampled sites in regions required for memory for-
mation to detect changes in biochemistry and synaptic transmission
following memory formation18–21. However, selective perturbation of
synapses that are employed to form a memory was not possible in these
studies. Here by optogenetically isolating a neural input that can be used
to form an associative memory, we can selectively manipulate synapses
driven by this input and assess directly the relationship between cellular
and behavioural processes.

Formation of an associative memory produced LTP at the lateral
amygdala optogenetic input, as indicated by an increased A/N. Such
LTP appears to be required as delivery of an LTD conditioning stimulus
that can reverse LTP effectively removed the ability of the optogenetic
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Figure 2 | LTD inactivates and LTP reactivates memory. a–e, A single group
of rats (n 5 12) was tested for CR two days following paired conditioning of
ODI and shock (a). Graphs as in Fig. 1. After testing, animals were delivered an
optical LTD protocol and tested for CR one day later (b). After testing, animals
were delivered an optical LTP protocol and tested for CR one day later (c). After
testing, animals were delivered another optical LTD protocol and tested for CR

one day later (d). After testing, animals were delivered another optical LTP and
tested for CR one day later (e). f, Normalized lever presses one minute into
optical CS after different protocols (as indicated). g, Cellular models of synaptic
modifications occurring in the lateral amygdala that may contribute to
behavioural responses following LTD (left) or LTP (right) protocols delivered
to ODI.
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Engineering a memory with LTD and LTP
Sadegh Nabavi1*, Rocky Fox1*, Christophe D. Proulx1, John Y. Lin2, Roger Y. Tsien2,3 & Roberto Malinow1

It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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(Fig. 2c, f), suggesting reactivation of the memory. Synapses are cap-
able of undergoing multiple rounds of bidirectional plasticity13. We
thus delivered a second optical LTD protocol; the next day animals
produced no CR (Fig. 2d, f), indicating re-inactivation of the memory.
Subsequent optical LTP conditioning recovered the CR (Fig. 2e, f and
Extended Data Fig. 7) indicating reactivation of the memory. The beha-
vioural effects of LTD and LTP conditioning were rapid and long lasting
(Extended Data Fig. 8). These experiments suggest that a necessary com-
ponent of the optical CS-triggered memory of the shock can be inacti-
vated by LTD and reactivated by LTP.

In the experiments described above, LTP may be restoring a memory
of the shock or merely potentiating random inputs that are sufficient
to drive lateral amygdala neurons that produce fear and reduce lever
pressing. Thus, we examined if generation of a CR by an LTP protocol
requires prior optical CS-shock pairing. Indeed, an LTP protocol pro-
duced a CR only in animals that had previously received optical CS-shock
conditioning (Fig. 3). These results support the view that LTP reacti-
vates the memory that was formed by optical CS-shock pairing and
inactivated by LTD.

To confirm that the test and conditioning stimuli were producing the
expected synaptic effects, we conducted in vivo recordings in the lateral
amygdala of anaesthetized rats expressing oChIEF in auditory regions
(see Methods). Brief light pulses at the recording site produced in vivo
field responses (that resembled optically evoked responses in amygdala
brain slices; Extended Data Fig. 9), which were not affected by optical
CS, depressed by optical LTD conditioning and potentiated by optical
LTP conditioning (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 10). These results con-
firm that the synaptic stimulation conditioning protocols used to per-
turb behaviour modify synapses in the expected manner.

To examine further the relationship between these synaptic stimula-
tion conditioning protocols and memory processes, we tested the effects
of these protocols on auditory cued-fear conditioning. We first asked if
optical LTD could inactivate tone-induced fear conditioning. In two
groups of naive animals, we infected unilaterally auditory regions with
AAV-oChIEF, and pharmacologically ablated the contralateral amyg-
dala (see Methods). One group of animals received tone paired with shock,

which led to a tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5a, d). A second group of animals
received the same tone paired with shock conditioning, immediately
followed by an optical LTD protocol. This second group showed signi-
ficantly reduced tone-evoked CR (Fig. 5b, d); subsequent tone condi-
tioning without an optical LTD protocol produced a tone-evoked CR
(Fig. 5c, d). This result is consistent with a memory model in which tone
conditioning induces LTP at auditory inputs to the lateral amygdala
and that subsequent LTD at these synapses reverses LTP and thereby
inactivates the memory.

Next we examined extinction, a process whereby repeated exposure
to a CS (in the absence of a shock (US)) leads to a reduced CR. We asked
if optical LTP reverses extinction of tone conditioning. Animals received
tone conditioning and an extinction protocol (see Methods), which
removed the CR (Fig. 5e). Delivery of an optical LTP protocol did not
restore the CR (Fig. 5f, g), consistent with the view that extinction is not
a weakening of synapses potentiated during paired conditioning14. Sim-
ilarly, animals receiving paired optical CS-shock conditioning produced
a CR that could be removed by repeated exposure to optical CS (see
Methods) and optical LTP did not recover the CR (Fig. 5h–k), again
demonstrating that extinction is not LTD.

Prior studies examining the relation between LTP, LTD and mem-
ory have employed pharmacological (for example, ref. 15) or genetic
(for example, refs 16, 17) manipulations to perturb and demonstrate
parallels between cellular and behavioural processes. Other studies have
measured randomly sampled sites in regions required for memory for-
mation to detect changes in biochemistry and synaptic transmission
following memory formation18–21. However, selective perturbation of
synapses that are employed to form a memory was not possible in these
studies. Here by optogenetically isolating a neural input that can be used
to form an associative memory, we can selectively manipulate synapses
driven by this input and assess directly the relationship between cellular
and behavioural processes.

Formation of an associative memory produced LTP at the lateral
amygdala optogenetic input, as indicated by an increased A/N. Such
LTP appears to be required as delivery of an LTD conditioning stimulus
that can reverse LTP effectively removed the ability of the optogenetic
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Figure 2 | LTD inactivates and LTP reactivates memory. a–e, A single group
of rats (n 5 12) was tested for CR two days following paired conditioning of
ODI and shock (a). Graphs as in Fig. 1. After testing, animals were delivered an
optical LTD protocol and tested for CR one day later (b). After testing, animals
were delivered an optical LTP protocol and tested for CR one day later (c). After
testing, animals were delivered another optical LTD protocol and tested for CR

one day later (d). After testing, animals were delivered another optical LTP and
tested for CR one day later (e). f, Normalized lever presses one minute into
optical CS after different protocols (as indicated). g, Cellular models of synaptic
modifications occurring in the lateral amygdala that may contribute to
behavioural responses following LTD (left) or LTP (right) protocols delivered
to ODI.
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Engineering a memory with LTD and LTP
Sadegh Nabavi1*, Rocky Fox1*, Christophe D. Proulx1, John Y. Lin2, Roger Y. Tsien2,3 & Roberto Malinow1

It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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It has been proposed that memories are encoded by modification of
synaptic strengths through cellular mechanisms such as long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)1. However, the
causal link between these synaptic processes and memory has been
difficult to demonstrate2. Here we show that fear conditioning3–8, a
type of associative memory, can be inactivated and reactivated by
LTD and LTP, respectively. We began by conditioning an animal to
associate a foot shock with optogenetic stimulation of auditory inputs
targeting the amygdala, a brain region known to be essential for fear
conditioning3–8. Subsequent optogenetic delivery of LTD condition-
ing to the auditory input inactivates memory of the shock. Then sub-
sequent optogenetic delivery of LTP conditioning to the auditory input
reactivates memory of the shock. Thus, we have engineered inactiva-
tion and reactivation of a memory using LTD and LTP, supporting
a causal link between these synaptic processes and memory.

To examine the relation between synaptic plasticity and memory, we
used cued-fear conditioning3–8 in rats, wherein a neutral conditioned stim-
ulus (CS), such as a tone, when paired with an aversive unconditioned
stimulus (US), results in a tone-driven conditioned response (CR) indi-
cating memory of the aversive stimulus. Temporally (but not non-
temporally) pairing a tone with a shock led to a robust CR (reduced lever
pressing to a previously learned cued lever-press task9; Extended Data
Fig. 1) during subsequent testing with a tone alone3–8 (Fig. 1a). To inves-
tigate the synaptic basis underlying this associative memory, we replaced
a tone with optogenetic stimulation of neural inputs to the lateral amyg-
dala originating from auditory nuclei. We injected an adeno-associated
virus (AAV) expressing a variant of the light-activated channel ChR2,
oChIEF, that can respond faithfully to 50–100 Hz stimuli10, into the
medial geniculate nucleus and auditory cortex (Extended Data Fig. 2).
After the channel reached axonal terminals in the lateral amygdala
(Extended Data Fig. 3), a cannula permitting light delivery was placed
targeting the dorsal tip of the lateral amygdala (Extended Data Fig. 4).
An optical CS alone (a 2 min 10 Hz train of 2 ms pulses, see Methods)
had no effect on lever pressing (Extended Data Fig. 5). However, tem-
porally (but not non-termporally) pairing the optical CS with a foot
shock (see Methods) led to a CR (Fig. 1b) that was sensitive to extinc-
tion (see below) and blocked by NMDA receptor inhibition during
conditioning (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating the generation of an
associative memory.

To examine if LTP occurred after pairing optical CS with foot shock3–8

(Fig. 1d), we prepared amygdala brain slices from animals receiving
unpaired, paired or no conditioning, and measured the AMPA receptor
component (A) and NMDA receptor component (N) of the optically
driven synaptic response (Fig. 1c). The A/N ratio increased in animals
receiving paired conditioning indicating that LTP had occurred11,12 at
optically driven inputs to lateral amygdala neurons.

Can memories be inactivated? If LTP occurred at the optically driven
synapse onto the lateral amygdala, and this LTP contributes to the memory,
reversing LTP with LTD13,14 should inactivate the memory. Animals that
displayed CR after paired optical CS-shock conditioning were exposed
to an optical LTD protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals were
tested with optical CS and displayed no CR, indicating inactivation of

the memory of the shock by LTD (Fig. 2a, b, f). Next we examined if
memories can be reactivated. To these animals we delivered an optical
LTP protocol (see Methods). One day later, animals displayed a CR
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Figure 1 | Fear conditioning with tone or optogenetics. a, Top, diagram of
rat receiving tone and shock during conditioning. Rats exposed to unpaired
(n 5 5, middle) or temporally paired (n 5 5, bottom) tone and shock were
tested one day later by a tone (green). Time plots show normalized number of
lever presses (1 min bins) to a previously learned cued lever-press task. Bar
graph shows normalized number of lever presses during the first minute of
tone. b, Top, diagram of rat receiving optogenetically driven input (ODI)
stimulation and shock during conditioning. Rats (n 5 8) received unpaired
(middle) and one day later temporally paired (bottom) ODI and shock. Time
graphs as in a, except animals were tested by 10 Hz ODI (blue). Bar graph as
in a for 10 Hz ODI. c, Top, experimental design; averaged optically driven
synaptic responses obtained at 260 mV (blue), 140 mV (red) and 0 mV
holding potential for cells from animals that received unpaired (top) or paired
(bottom) conditioning. Traces were scaled to match NMDA-mediated
currents. Bar graph plots average AMPA/NMDA (no conditioning, 2.4 6 0.2,
n 5 11 from 6 rats; unpaired conditioning 2.1 6 0.2, n 5 10 from 6 rats; paired
conditioning 4.4 6 0.6, n 5 8 from 4 rats). Scale bars, 100 pA, 50 ms, 1 mm.
d, Synaptic modification model. Temporally pairing of tone (left) or ODI
(right) and shock inputs to lateral amygdala neurons leads to potentiation of
tone (left) or ODI (right) input, which can contribute in triggering CR. Here
and throughout: NS, not significant; *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; error bars, s.e.m.
See Methods for details.
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Spike-timing	controls	plasticity	
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Open	questions	in	STDP	

•  in	vivo	expression	

•  causal	role	in	learning	and	memory	

•  variable	depending	on	brain	areas,	external	modulation	
(dopamine,	serotonine)		

•  how	Is	it	implemented	by	signaling	networks	

•  implication	in	pathologies	
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What	happens	with	less	stimulation?	
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LTP	and	LTD	both	progressively	disappear	
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What	happens	with	less	stimulation?	
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A	new	LTP	appears	low	stimulation	counts	(5-25)	
•  molecular	mechanism?	Not	NMDAR,	eCB=LTD	
•  disappear	?	
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A	mathematical	model	of	the	signaling	Lego	

ex.:	

d2AG

dt
= rDAGLDAGL⇤ DAG

KDAGL +DAG
� rMAGL2AG
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Model	suggestion	for	activated	CB1R	dynamics	

!suggests	a	control	of	Wpre	by		
which	very	large	CB1R	activation	leads	
to	eCB-LTP	
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Cui et al. eLife 2016
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Figure 6. 2-AG level and duration control the eCB-plasticity polarity. (A) Repeated (100 times) brief application of

2-AG (at a low concentration, 20 mM) induces LTD. A series of 100 2-AG puffs (20 mM, 300 ms duration each)

delivered at 1 Hz at the vicinity (50–100 mm) of the recorded striatal neuron, induced LTD in the absence of any

STDP protocol (n=6). (A1) Example of LTD induced with 100 puffs of 20 mM 2-AG. Top, EPSC strength before and

after 2-AG puffs (before 2-AG puffs: 223±3 pA; 45–55 min after 2-AG puffs: 144±3 pA; decrease of 35%). Bottom,

time courses of Ri (before, 118±1 MW; after, 111±1 MW; change of 6.2%) and injected current (Iinj) for this cell. (A2)
Summary of LTD induced with 100 puffs of 20 mM 2-AG; 6/6 cells showed significant LTD. (B) Repeated (10 times)
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Cui et al. eLife 2016
Cui et al, Sci Rep 2018  And	turned	out	to	be	true...	
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Figure 1. Bidirectional endocannabinoid-mediated STDP depends on the number of pairings. (A) Whole-cell recording from the dorsal striatum with

the stimulation electrode placed in layer 5 of the somatosensory cortex in horizontal rat brain slice. (B) Experimental design. Extracellular stimulation

evoked EPSCs monitored at RMP. During pairings, recordings were switched to current-clamp to allow postsynaptic MSN to fire single action potentials

paired with single cortical extracellular stimulations. MSN and cortical stimulation were repeated N times (10 or 100) at 1 Hz. DtSTDP indicates the time

delay between pre- and post-synaptic stimulations. -30<DtSTDP<0 ms and 0<DtSTDP<+30 ms refers to post-pre and pre-post pairings, respectively. (C)
100 post-pre pairings induced NMDAR-mediated tLTP. (C1) Example of tLTP induced by 100 post-pre pairings. Top, EPSC strength before and after

pairings (before pairings: 91±3 pA; 45–55 min after pairings: 169±2 pA; increase of 87%). Bottom, time courses of Ri (before, 132±1 MW; after,

134±2 MW; change of 2%) and injected current (Iinj) (before, -2±1 pA; after, -12±2 pA; change of 6% of baseline EPSC amplitude) for this cell. (C2)
Summary of tLTP induced by 100 post-pre pairings. 15/19 cells showed significant tLTP. Inhibition of NMDAR with D-AP5 (50 mM, n=4) prevented the

Figure 1 continued on next page

Cui et al. eLife 2016;5:e13185. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.13185 3 of 32

Research article Neuroscience

...	the	LTP	with	10	stimulations	is	eCB-dependent	
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How	can	CB1R	implement	both	LTP	and	LTD?	
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Ask	Dopamine!	

=	model	for	Parkinson’s	

Hao et al, Nature Comm 2018  
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eCB-LTP	is	controlled	by	presynaptic	D2R	

Hao et al, Nature Comm 2018  

Dopamine and eCB-tLTP interaction: a mathematical model.
To provide hypotheses for the effects of the D2R inhibition/
deletion/cKO (Figs. 4–7), we developed a biologically plausible
mathematical model13 of corticostriatal synaptic plasticity. Our
model emulates the temporal dynamics of the signaling pathways
involved in corticostriatal STDP12,13,28,29,31,32, combining a
pathway leading from NMDAR to calmodulin and CaMKII with
a second one that links postsynaptically mGluR5 and cytosolic
calcium to eCB production and results in the activation of pre-
synaptic CB1R (Fig. 8a). Our model expresses chemical kinetics
for the reactions in these two pathways (Fig. 8a). Repeated pairing
stimulations of the pre- and postsynaptic neurons trigger tran-
sient changes of the species implicated in the biochemical reac-
tion network illustrated (Fig. 8a) according to standard mass-
action law kinetics. Hence, the temporal evolution of each species
emerges from the coupling between the reaction network and the
stimulations. We used the amount of phosphorylated post-
synaptic CaMKII as a proxy for the postsynaptic contribution to
the synaptic weight, while presynaptic Gi/o-GPCR activation by
CB1R and D2R was taken as a proxy for the presynaptic con-
tribution (see Methods). The total synaptic weight (Wtotal) was
computed as the product of pre- and postsynaptic

contributions13. Our model accounts for the outcome of plasticity
when the spike timing (ΔtSTDP), the frequency (Fpairings), and the
number (Npairings) of pairings are varied. The Wtotal changes for
Fpairings= 1 Hz and a range of −35 < ΔtSTDP <+35 ms and for 1
<Npairings < 100 values are illustrated by the color-map of Fig. 8b.
In agreement with experimental data12,13, the outcome of plas-
ticity is splitted along three plasticity domains: a first tLTP (i.e.,
eCB-tLTP) domain for −3 < ΔtSTDP <−25 ms and 3 <Npairings <
30, a second tLTP (i.e., NMDAR-tLTP) domain for −10 < ΔtSTDP
<−25 ms and Npairings > 50, and a tLTD (i.e., eCB-tLTD) domain
for 10 < ΔtSTDP < 25 ms and Npairings > 20. The quality of the
match between model prediction and electrophysiology mea-
surements is illustrated in Fig. 8c, d (see ref. 13, for a more
thorough account).

We next examined the dependence of plasticity on the
activation of dopamine receptors, since our model integrates
the dependence of plasticity on presynaptic D2R (see Methods).
We compared the changes of eCB-tLTP domain under pre-
synaptic D2R inhibition in the model against the data. Figure 8e
illustrates the changes experienced by the two eCB-controlled
domains when the level of presynaptic D2R activation decreases
progressively from 100 to 0% of its control value (γD2R= 0.84,
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Fig. 7 eCB-tLTP depends on D2R expressed by cortical pyramidal cells. a GFP fluorescence in D2RLoxP/LoxP injected with AAV-cre-GFP in somatosensory
cortex. Left panel: site of injection of the AAV-cre-GFP and the resulting fluorescence in pyramidal cells in somatosensory cortex (scale bar: 250 µm). Note
that the fluorescence is restricted to neurons within cortex and does not cross corpus callosum (Cc). Right panel: GFP fluorescence in corticostriatal
afferents within dorsal striatum (scale bar: 100 µm). b, c D2R immunostaining in the somatosensory cortex of D2RLoxP/LoxP mice injected with AAV-cre-
GFP (b) or with AAV-GFP (c); (scale bar: 100 µm). d, e Experiments of plasticity expression in cKO mice for D2R expressed at corticostriatal glutamatergic
afferents. d 15 post-pre pairings failed to induce tLTP in D2RLoxP/LoxP mice injected with AAV-cre-GFP in somatosensory cortex (n= 8, 0/8 and 7/8 cells
showed tLTP and tLTD, respectively). e As a control, tLTP was induced with 15 post-pre pairings in D2RLoxP/LoxP mice injected with AAV-GFP (n= 5, 5/5
cells showed tLTP). Representative traces are the average of 15 EPSCs during baseline (black traces) and 45min after STDP protocol (grey traces). Vertical
grey dashed line indicates the STDP protocol. Error bars represent sem. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 by one sample t-test (d, e)
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A	simple	hypothesis:	CB1R	&	D2R	are	additive	
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Simple	but	enough	to	reproduce	the	data	

Hao et al, Nature Comm 2018  
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Additive	effects	suggest	co-localization	of	CB1R	&	D2R		
hetero-dimers	CB1R-D2R	may	exist	and	be	gated	by	the	ligand	but	
only	observed	in	expression	systems	or	cell	culture	

Kearn et al, Mol Pharmacol 2005

D2R-D2R		

CB1R-CB1R	

D2R-CB1R	

Gi	GPCR	

cAMP	

GS	GPCR?	
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Conclusion	and	perspectives	
•  a	new	form	of	LTP,	eCB-LTP,	expressed	at	low	stimulation	

•  this	eCB-LTP	is	:	
•  modulated	by	Dopamine	through	presynaptic	D2R	
•  suppressed	in	animal	models	of	Parkinson’s	and	

restored	by	L-DOPA	treatment	

•  ongoing	works:	
•  check	ligand-controlled	hetero-dimerization	and	

reversal	of	cAMP	production	in	slices	(w/	biosensors)	
•  causality	of	eCB-LTP	in	rat	models	of	Parkinson’s	(w/

behavior)	
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